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Abstract

This research paper reviews and assesses the heroic leadership of the legendary

Native Americaq Siuing

Bull. A significant leader of the Oceti Sakowin Nation, or

cofirmonly referred to as the Sioux Natioru Sitting Bull demonstrates great charisma and
courage in his efforts to save and maintain his people's traditional way of

life. The Sioux

way of life was gradually afflected by the westward advancement of settlers and disrupted

bythe U.S. government's use of military force, in its quest to controlNative American
lands and expand the United States. Sitting

Bull emerged as a heroic leader by gaining

the support of other great Native American leaders. The Native American leaders and

their tribes join together against their cofilmon enemy, the U.S. government, whose
aggressive military actions intended to subdue and abrogate the Native American way

life.
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- European Conflict

Native American society has left an enduring legacy in American history. The
influence of Native American culture on modern society has been incorporated into our

daily lives and has become a part of every American's heritage. This influence can be
found in our everyday language and in the food we eat. Porter (1964) cites, "...half

of

our fifty states bear names which stem from Indian words" (p. 5). Native Americans
cultivated crops such as corn, sweet potatoes, squash, and tobacco. These agricultural
harvests continue as mainstays today. Porter (1964) describes how early explorations by

Christopher Columbus, in searching for a sailing route westward to Asia in search

of

India (East Indies), resulted in landing in what we now call the West Indies.
Encountering his first natives, Columbus named them Indians, a word that remained in

our language to this day.
Edmunds (1980) describes how Native Americans referred to themselves as
nations, tribes, villages, and bands. Kingdoms and land ownership did not exist on the

North American continent; however, tribal territories were established and constantly
defended or shared by native peoples. Unknown to isolated Native Americans, were

history's many powerful diverse societies and cultures such as, the Mesopotamian,
Egyptian, Greek, Ottoman, Roman and Chinese empires who had previously ruled most
of the known world's populations since the beginning of recorded history (Heilbroner,

1995). During the time the Western Hemisphere was being explored, European countries
were continually warring against each other to defend their land and were looking for

opportunities to expand their territories. Claiming a presence in the New World enabled

Heroic
a country to remain powerful through the exploitation
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of natural resources and native

people.

The Spanish French and English pursued their claims on the North American
continent fromthe 15tr through 18tr centuries. At the same time, the Europeilns were

making great scientific discoveries and producing technological inventions, which
continued to advance their existing societies'economic development. Heilbroner (1995)
states, "Science, economics, mass political movements

of those future-shaping influences

- the three most powerful

- are the stuffof everyday

carriers

headlines" (p. 13). He

further states, "The key to understanding the real world order is to separate the world into
two parts. One part is zones of peace, wealth, and democracy. The other part is zones

of

turmoil, wffi, and development" (p. 14). The arrival of European explorers was just the
beginning of a new and very different political world order that Native Americans had
never known, experienced or realized previously existed.

Early European explorers, followed by immigrants, came to the shores of
America and were introduced to a New World of indigenous peoples. Initial Indian
hospitality led to their eventual undoing. The Europeans did not understand the native
peoples' diverse cultures or religions. To Europeans? the New World was a discovery to
conquer and dominate. According to Griffin-Pierce (1995), when Spanish explorer Juan
Ponce de Leon arrived in Florida, his men destroyed Indian villages and killed or
enslaved the native people. Later, the explorer Fernando de Soto came to the American
shores with orders from Spain to conquer and tame the Native Americans.

As a result of the Europeans invasion of North America, stories surfaced of
personal courage and tragedy that have been passed down tluough the Native American
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oral tradition of story telling. The stories describe Native American leaders who
persisted in maintaining their peoples' cultural freedom

-

famous leaders such as:

Tecumseh, Geronirno, Red Cloud, Chief Joseph, and Crazy Horse, to name a few.

However, one Native American leader, Sitting Bull, has repeatedly surfaced in our
history books and literature. There is much more to Sitting Bull's leadership style and
role in history than is commonly understood. Known in the Lakota language as Tatan'ks
Iyota'ke, Sitting Bull's unique story is based not only on his personal character and
achievements, but also his leadership style. Sitting Bull, a Hunkpapa Lakota chieftairU is
best remembered for guiding and leading the Sioux, Cheyenne and Arapaho nations to

victory against Colonel George Armstrong Custer's 7ft Calvary at the Battle of the Little
BighonL in 1876.

Research Paper Outline

This paper focuses on Siuing Bull's unique leadership style, abilities, and
attributes during one of the most turbulent times in IJnited States' history. To know and
understand Sitting Bull requires areview of his life and the culture of the Lakota Sioux

Nation. History presents key events that led to defining moments that challenged Sitting
Bull's leadership ability. This paper reviews his leadership style and how this style fits
into current leadership theories and styles. A comparison of Sitting Bull to his historical
peers and 20'h century leaders is considered and reviewed.

Historians and writers continue to discover inaccuracies and uncover the truth
about Native American societies. In fact, there have been a number of writings in the
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past ten years that shed new insights and information about how the west was won,

specifically, how the Native American Indians were tricked, mistreated and abused by the
U.S. government. The historical record is continually corrected and updated regarding
the Native American plight, The process of clarifying old myths and researching

previously held perspectives about Native American history has resulted in a more
accurate historical accounting of events as the truth is revealed. This paper discusses and
describes Sitting Bull's affempts to overcome insurmountable odds and events through his

heroic leadership efforts. By reviewing Sitting Bull's charisrnatic and courageous
attributes, a heroic leader emerges who was able to draw a people together to fight for

what rightfully and lawfully belonged to the Lakota Sioux Nation emerged.

Native American

-

U. S. Government Conflict

Due to the continuing influx of imrnigrants escaping their own religious
persecution and oppressive governments, the western frontier was opened to settlers

driven to find a better life for themselves and their families. This in turn forced
established tribal nations to either repel the settlers' encroachrnent or move westward
themselves, further displacing other tribes and causing a domino effect, Native

Americans did not know nor understand a New World order existed and that it was about
to establish itself permanently, changing their way of life forever.
To Native Americans, the land was their home; the earth and its inhabitants were
their brothers and sisters in the cycle of life. Animals were living creatures that provided
food, clothing, shelter, and tools for survival, while the natural wilderness provided both

Heroic
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(Creator). Native Americans

shared a common bond with the Creator through their respect and love for the land on

which they lived. This interpretation was presented by Griffin-Pierce (1995), "Native
Americans do not worship the land; they see the land as an expression of the Creator.
Treating the earth with the same respect and love that a person shows his or her mother is
a way of giving thanks to the Creator for the

gift of being alive" (p. 9). Griffrn-Pierce

further states, "The idea of dividing the landscape into plots of individually owned land is
a concept alien to Native

Americans. That is why the Indians could not understand when

the Pilgrims built fences to define their property lines. How could anyone own the
earth?" (p. 9). European countries, and later the United States, used their collective

scientific, economic and political powers to change the North American landscape.
The rigid views and interpretations between the settlers and the Native Americans
about land and property soon set the stage for conflict. After the United States declared

its independence in 1776, U.S. citizens demanded the western frontier be opened for
settlement. As an ever-increasing American society of emigrants pushed westward, the
U.S. government was compelled to solve the 'Indian problem.' The U.S. government
directed and supported the military's aggressive attacks against tribes who were in the

way of territorial expansion and progress. History describes the trials and tribulations the
Great Plains tribes were to endure: the broken treaties, the brutal atrocities carried out by
U.S. military leaders, the demands of the U.S. government and tribal genocide, both

literally and by assimilation techniques.

Heroic
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Marrin (2000) summarizes what happened to the Great Plains tribes by stating,

"Americans gained these lands by a combinationof force and fraud, hard work
and courage, broken treaties and bad faith - and good intentions gone terribly
wrong. Between 1862 and 1890, the United States fought eleven separate Indian
Wars, involving some two hundred military actions. Expressed in terms of human
values - kindness, mercy, justice - the Indian wars were the most brutal in our
history" (p. 6).

Settlers supported by the U.S. government encroached upon tribal territory, laid claim to

the land, and ultimately, displaced the native peoples. This pattern of settlement and
displacement became a common theme used by the U.S. government to fuIfiIl the needs

of an expanding society. Arvol Looking Horse (1996) gave a speech, in which he states,

"At the time of [the settlers] arrival there were over 50 million Native Americans
fWestern Hemisphere estimate]; in 100 years they decimated orn populations to a
mere million, some tribes were slaughtered to extinction. There were more
'casualties' in the so-called Indian Wars in a frfty-year period than there was with
WWI and WWII combined. The holocaust of the Native Americans has yet to be
truthfully depicted, as I said our status is similar to that ofthe Bufflalo" (p. l2).

Research knowledge regardirrg the total population of Native Americans at the time the

first European explorers same to the Americas varies considerably. This paper will not
try to substantiate any population figures.
Throughout history, leaders of mankind have fought great wars in their quest to
expand and control societies or rebel against existing oppressive leaders to free

themselves from unjust treatment. Native American leaders struggled to maintain their

traditional way of life while defending their territories from intruding settlers and the
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U.S. government. The westward movement by settlers and native peoples provided new
and different leadership challenges. Tribal leaders met the challenge by using strategies
and tactics proven successful during previous upheavals and also by contemporary

individual talents to deal with this new threat to their way of life. History reveals acts

of

tribal leader bravery, courage and in some cases, unique examples of heroic leadership.
Just as each nation has its own unique society and culture, that Native America leaders

revealed unique personal characteristics and leadership qualities. Charismatic,
courageous and heroic Native American leaders emerged to sustain and compel the tribal

nations to fight for their survival. Sitting Bull's heroic leadership style is well
documented; as he tried to meet the challenge of stopping the U.S. govemment from

decimating his people. From 1865 to 1881, most ofthe U.S. government's military
actions went into pursuing Sitting Bull and the Lakota Sioux people in their effort to
subdue, displace and finally, confine them to reservations. During this time, the U.S.

govemment gained complete control of all Native American land.

Description of Sitting Bull

To know and understand Sitting Bull requires knowledge and understanding

of

the Lakota culture as well as events that formed Sitting Bull's character from childhood to

manhood. His culture and personal events shaped his charismatic and courageous
leadership style and prepared him for his calling as a heroic leader. Historically, Sitting

Bull's life has been recorded by direct interviews and also with those who knew him first
or second hand,
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In addition to the oral tradition of story telling, Native Americans created
pictorials to record great events and feats of the past (Marrin, 2000). The inhabitants of
the North Central United States were referred to as the Northern Plains Indians and

eventually were identified by settlers as Sioux. Marrin further notes the historical chief
enemies of the Sioux, before settlers startedto appear, were the Cree and Chippewa

tribes, "...who call them [Sioux] Nadowes-is-in, or "Little Snakes." Frenchmen heard the
name as Nadowes-siottx, which they shortenedto Sioux" (p.

l9).

The Sioux reference

stuck because of their ability to suddenly appear out of nowhere and just as quickly to
seemingly disappear into the landscape. However, as described by Little Elk (1997) the
proper reference to the Sioux people is Oceti Sakowin, which means the Seven Council

Fires. Within the Oceti Sakowin, three dialects are spoken: Dakota (Santee or eastern
group), Nakota (Yankton or the central group) and Lakota (Teton forming the western

group). Sitting Bull belonged to the Hunkpapa tribe, part of the Lakota group.
According to Marrin (2000), the best estimate of Sitting Bull's birth is 1831. His
newborn name was Jumping Badger, a name his father, Sitting Bull, gave him. As a

toddler, his name was changed to Hunkeshnee, the translation means Slow. This name
was not a reference to Sitting Bull's level of intelligence, but rather, he was meticulous in
studying everything he did before engaging in any activity, including eating or playing
games with the other Indian children. His

ability for keen observation was a quality that

would help Sitting Bull later in life. Indian children learned from their experiences and
were not coddled or overprotected by their parents. They played unconventional games
designed to develop courage and skill while enduring

pain. One game was shooting blunt

iltrows at one another. Another game was attempting to push one another off ponies as
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they were riding in an open field. As a youngster, Sitting Bull would have played these
and other games that began to shape his

life. At an early

age, Sitting

Bull was also an

accomplished horse rider and hunter with keen scouting skills. He learned to respect the
land and viewed hunting excursions as religious events.
The Plains Indians were accomplished buftalo hunters. While riding adjacent to a

fully-grown 2,000-pound buffalo traveling at 35 miles per hour, hunters directed their
horses by foot commands leaving both hands free to shoot their bow and arrows. By the
age of

teq Sitting Bull killed his first buffalo. This marked the time in his life for his

frst vision quest. "The Lakota believed that everything in nature

was really two things at

once. There was a physical being that you saw and the invisible spirit that controlled its
actions" (Manuq 2000, p. 35). The vision quest was the process of passage from boy to

rnanhood. If the vision quest was successful, a spirit would reveal itself inthe formof an
animal shape or sound and would become the individual's guardian for life, offering its
medicine or magical powers. The outcome of Sitting Bull's vision quest was profound,

giving him the special ability to talk with animals. In particular, he was known to have
had a special relationship with the meadowlark. Sitting

Bull began to carry a medicine

bag filled with sacred objects. His medicine bug, special abilities, and dream visions

provided Sitting Bull with unique powers to see the future, also known as avisionary.
As with most Indian youngsters, Sitting Bull was raised to be a hunter and a

warrior to help protect his tribe's established territory. The tribe traveled with the buffalo
herds which led to regular encounters with other tribes both friend and

foe. As described

by Marrin (2000), "While the Indians hunted to live, they lived to fight" (p. 40). A true
measure of a warrior's success was regularly tested by courage in battles. The bravest
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warriors held the highest admiration and esteem of the tribe. These warriors rose to tribal
leadership positions, were sought out for advice, were allowed to speak in tribal councils,
and eventually became a chief. As a result, fighting was second nature for the men of the

tribe. Young boys were

exposed to what, in today's terms, would seem

brutal. At the age

of ten, Sitting Bull was the frst of his peers to touch a dead Crow warrior who had been
brought back to camp by a war party, a practice that shaped an Indian child's life and
promoted bravery.

At the age of fourteeq Marrin (2000) describes how Sitting Bullparticipated in
his first war party. Although not invited to go on the warpath, as he was viewed too
young for battle, he eventually caught up with the war party after traveling alone and
tracking them for a day. Warriors felt that going on the warpath and putting one's own

life at risk, was a great test of courage and path to true honor. At the beginning of his
first encounter, which was with a party of Crow warriors, Sitting Bull rode out ahead of
the experienced warriors, taking away the element of surprise and forcing the rest of the

war party to follow him into action. One of the Crow dismounted and readied an arrow
to shoot Sitting

Bull. Sitting Bull leaned forward

on his horse and whacked the arm

of

the Crow warrior with his coup stick, causing the arrow to miss. A coup on ones first
warpath was unusual and considered a high honor for the young warrior. To achieve a
coup, one had to touch a live enemy before causing an injury or killing them and was the
highest form of bravery in battle known to the Lakota. Coup was regularly practiced by

warriors who were taught to prefer death at a young age believing it was better to die

with honor than to grow old and be a burden to the family and tribe. Sitting Bull's first
coup became legendary not only within the Lakota community but also tlroughout all the
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Great Plains tribes. In celebration of this event, his father gave the name Sitting Bull to
his son.

By the age of 21, Sitting Bull had a reputation of always being successful in
battle, collecting thirty coup feathers and scalps. He was elected into the Kit Fox and
Strong Heart warrior society, which only accepted the most courageous fighters who had
proven themselves. Until the age 26, Sitting Bull had never been wounded during the all
battles he participated

iq

but that luck changed during an encounter with a Crow war

chief, The chief dismounted and approached Sitting Bull signaling a one-on-one
challenge to combat. Sitting Bull accepted by also dismounting and moving forward to
meet his challenger. The Crow took aim with a musket, and Sitting

Bull responded doing

the same in turn. Both shot at the same time. Sitting Bull killed his opponent, but was
shot in the foot. Sitting Bull's wound never healed correctly and left him walking with a

limp the rest of his life (Marrin, 2000). The experiences of his early years helped prepare
Sitting Bull for the real test to come.
As the U.S. govemment pushed westward, they successfully obliterated the
Native American peoples and controlled survivors on reservations. Some Sioux leaders
signed treaties they thought would protect them on their native lands. Marrin (2000)

further describes how the Great Plains tribes were the final significant population

of

indigenous people requiring a major military effort on the part of the U.S. government, in

their effort to suMue and contain all Native Americans. Sitting Bull was appalled at the
deceit, trickery, and lies that he witnessed in dealing with what the Lakota called
Wasichu, or white people. As a result, Sitting

Bull is one of the few Native American

leaders credited with never signing or accepting a U.S. government

Augsburg College Library

treaty. Sitting Bull
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knew government forces were slowly beating the other tribes into submission and then

defeat. Between 1868 and 1876, the government and settlers did everything they could to
continue encroachment onto Sioux territory. The military continued to build forts, the
settlers increasingly cut through the land using the Oregon Trail, the hunters slaughtered
the roaming herds of buffalo, and the railroad expanded. The gold rushto the Black

Hills

routed the Lakota Sioux out of their sacred land and the U.S. govemment continually
broke treaties. These events led to continued hostilities as the various tribes tried to fend

offand maintain independence to their rightful land.
The Fort Laramie treaty signed in 1868, left what is known today as the western

half of South Dakota to the Lakota Sioux, which included the sacred Black Hills. The
treaty allowed the tribes to live traditionally by following the great buffalo herds. With
the discovery of gold inthe Black Hills, the Commission of Indian Affairs tried to buy
back the Black Hills in 1875. Sensing additional U.S. govemment action convinced

different Native American nations, tribes, and bands to unite under a single chief. This
had never been done before nor was there a history of agreement between the tribes on a

single leadership approach. Manin (2000) states, "Those who wanted a supreme chief
had no problem frnding the right rnan. Everyone knew Sitting Bull's name and

reputation. At the age of thirty-eight, he had every qualification" (p. 100). Marrin
continues by writing that Sitting Bull was, "...a good family man, a loyal friend, he
possessed sound judgement, a kind heart, generosity, courage, religious, devotion, strong

spirit-helpers ... a brilliant speaker" (p. 100). In 1869, Sitting Bull was elected the
supreme

chief. This all led to the historic battle the summer of

of the Little Bighorn, or Custer's Last Stand.

1

87

6, known as the Battle
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As aresult of Sitting Bull's successful leadership, Colonel George A. Custer and
his 7'h Calvary were defeated. Accomplishing this feat required a leader with unique
talents and skills. At the moment of greatest need, Sitting Bull demonstrated true heroic
leadership by inviting and gaining the cooperation from other well-known Sioux warrior
chiefs, most notably, Crazy Horse, Gall, Crow Wirrg, Two Moons, Red Cloud and
Spotted

Tail. Additionally,

he was successful in gaining the support and inclusion

of

great leaders from the Cheyenne and Arapaho Nations, Never before had such a
gathering of Native American forces ever assembled to fight a coilrmon enemy: the

U. S. goveffrment and its military.
The Battle of the Little Bighorn marked the worst defeat and humiliation
experienced by the U.S. military in all the Indian wars. Unfortunately, this
embarrassrnent only increased the government's resolve to hunt down Sitting

Bull and get

him under the govemments control. Over time, the government's superior rnanpower and
weaponry proved overwhelming. The Lakota and all the Plains Indians survived by
coexisting with the buffalo. As the buffalo disappeared, the indigenous tribes were
forced to either succumb to containment on reservations or be hunted to extinction.

Heroic Leadership

Heroic leadership evolves over time from the actions and deeds of individuals
who earned hero status. Throughout history, there have been many references made
about heroes in a variety of circumstances and situations. From biblical times, there are
stories of persecuted individuals who stood up to strong goverrrment or military leaders.

Heroic
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Heroes wsre compelled to take a stand or fight for a belief or idea they thought was right;
they represented themselves, family, friends or affiliations. Throughout the centuries,
there have been numerous religious martyrs who gave their lives for their strong beliefs
and convictions. Historically, the military has produced many heroes who displayed acts

of bravery and courage while in combat situations. Men and women who otherwise may
have led normal, average lives as citizens, were compelled to challenge authority by

performing acts of bravery and courage. This sometimes resulted in saving lives or
confronting an enemy in dangerous and overwhelming situations. Heroic acts by
individuals inspire something in others to become willing followers. Murphy (1993)
describes heroic leadership as:

"... taps the power

roots of a culture. It serves as an engine for movirrg a group of
people from one stage of life to another, better one. Great leaders reach beyond
the pretentious masks of tribal or corporate importance to link up with a deeper
force - a set of ideals and cultural practices - to drive change. Great leaders are
not born, they make themselves. They know that heroic leadership does not come
as an inherited privilege, that is not mystical or mysterious, but that it is a craft
that a person can learn and practice like any other. It requires a clear set of
strategic and tactical skills that any leader at any Ievel in any type of organization
can master" (p xxvii).

Heroic leadership emerges from cataclysmic events. Someone, either an identified leader
or a member from within the group, surfaces to take up and lead the cause or issue that
affects them.

Heroic leaders can emerge from any leadership style or theory. Charismatic
leadership provides a natural style and foundation for heroic leaders to evolve from.

Heroic
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They have the leadership ability to influence a group toward the achievement of specific
causes and

goals. In the case of Sitting Bull, his strong leadership identification was both

charismatic and courageous styles. As described in Psychology (2001), "Charisma
Leadership Theory has become a popular alternative leadership theory to the traditional

personality and behavioral approaches. Charisma originated in theology referring to a
talent givenby God as a free gift or favor" (p.
belief by summarizing Max Weber's (1864

-

l).

Syreet (1992) updatedthis long-held

1920) assessment of charismatic leaders as

a characteristic that came from a leader's personality rather than as a

Weber outlines five components of charisma:

(l)

gift from god.

leaders possess extraordinary

personal gifts, (2) occulrence of a crisis situation, (3) crisis requires a radical solution, (4)

followers are attracted to the leader with belief they hold transcendental powers and (5)
followers experience leaders' abilities in a previous experience. Further similarities
between heroic and charismatic leadership styles can be characteruedas having a single
leader whom has a vision and the attention of their

followers. Charismatic leaders rely on

the power they obtain through followers who identifu with them. Bento (1997) states
charismatic leaders exhibit personal magnetism that appeals to their followers, usually

high self-confidence, a clear vision, can clearly articulate their message, strongly held
convictions and exhibit extraordinary behaviors.
Courageous leadership style comes from within the person. According to Gilley

(1997), "Leading from the heart requires courage. The English word courage actually
derives from the Latin word heart. As the physical heart enables us to have physical life,
heart courage gives us life in another sense. We put our whole heart into the endeavor.
We see the endeavor as a matter of life" (p.

7). Koestenbaum (1991) further expands on
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courage by describing how one needs to be, "...steadfast in turmoil, in chaos, under
stress, in doubt, in anxiety and guilt, in depression, in ambiguity, in uncertainty." He
goes on further to state, "You are a fortress under siege, a ship in a storm,

with

experienced and calm commanders" (p. 189). To further appreciate the dimension

of

courage and its underpinning of leadership, there are a few key elements that include

risk-taking, a passion to succeed, and a strong personal determination. According to
Koestenbaum (1991), "Courage is the foundation of leadership. All other leadership
values are brittle unless reinforced with the steel of courage" (p. 202). As stated by

Wacker (2000),

"Heroism is for the moment and leadership today is no guarantee of anything
tomorrow. But humility can help stretch the moment far beyond its natural life
span" (p. 144).

If one is not willing to

push ahead in addressing a problem or issue,

if one does not have

the personal drive and interest in what one believes in and finally, if one lacks the
determination to succeed, one will probably not be courageous when the opportunity or
event presents itself.

Heroic
Elements of Heroic Leadership: Charismatic
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& Courageous

This section reviews the overall charismatic and courageous leadership elements
and components that represent Sitting

Bull's heroic leadership style. This comparison

discusses attributes and detriments of both leaders and followers.

The attributed elements of charismatic leaders are self-confidence, a vision, and
the ability to articulate that vision. The behavior of a leader can be unique, which makes

their charisma outwardly visible and attractive to their followers. Followers are
particularly drawn toward charismatic leaders with strong personal convictions about
their vision. Followers perceive these types of leaders as being change agents.
Detrimental elements of charismatic leadership include leaders having immoral or
unethical intent and using coercion and fear without the follower's complete
understanding. The leader may start out by representing moral, ethical and positive
beliefs, but change their tactics during their leadership tenure to suit their own needs.

Followers may be blinded and controlled by a charismatic leader's cause they support and
later understand the leader's real intent after its too late.
The courage of a leader is combined with their charisma, it becomes the basis for

heroic leadership. Courageous leaders' attributions include their pursuit of a positive and
advantageous outcome they believe is right. The leader is also committed to the cause
beyond their own self-interest, in that the cause or issue has a moral or ethical benefit for

their followers. Courageous followers show great loyalty and affection toward their
leader by obeying them

willingly and even blindly, completely trusting the leader's

beliefs. Followers feel an emotional involvement in their leaders mission. Detrimental
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elements of courageous leadership include followers putting all their trust in the leader
and risk a unfavorable outcome of their cause.

If the groups cause

gets to heroic status

but the effort is a failure, the results for followers can be life threatening or have severe

repercussions. The leader and followers may not recover their former status and more
than likely may suffer worse consequences depending on the particular situation or
circumstance the are involved with.

Charismatic leadership usually causes the followers to become very dependent on
the leader. Heroic leadership depends on the courageous element to form and then be

realized. Charismatic leadership, while not a required element for eventual heroic
leadership, is definitely an enabler that attracts followers toward someone they have or
develop a personal connection

with. Heroic leadership is not an unlimited

sustained

style, but rather emerges from the foundation of other leadership styles. The combination

of charismatic and courageous leadership is the basis fromwhich Sitting Bull evolved his
hero ic leadership status.

A review of Sitting Bull's charismatic leadership style and his demonstrated
courageous deeds as a proven tribal leader, attracted other leaders and their followers and
set the stage

for his heroic leadership to emerge. Sitting Bull's heroic leadership

opportunity developed as he resistance the U.S. govemment and reached a crescendo

with the defeat of Custer at the Battle of the Little Bighorn.
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Analysis of Heroic Leadership Style

The results of either heroic or courageous leadership styles denote action in
support of a desired outcome. Heroic and courageous leaders are usually driven and

motivated by worthy ethical and moral issues or just cause. However issues that are
either moral and ethical, or immoral and unethical can motivate charismatic leaders

.

Leaders who use their charismatic style for destructive purposes may be viewed as heroic

or courageous by their followers, but viewed as autocratic and destructive by the world

community. Examples of past leaders who have charisma include: George Patton,
Douglas MacArthur, Adolph Hitler and Winston Churchill, but were motivated by

different heroic and courageous leadership agendas.

A review of Churchill and Hitler (good versus evil), contrast and compared
charismatic and courageous leadership styles. While charismatic leaders are not
necessarily heroic or courageous, they often possess charismatic leadership attributes.

For example, Hitler was a charismatic leader who unconscionably coerced the German
people into believing they were the superior race. He convinced the Germans to use

military force to conquer foreign countries and rebuild the German Empire. The Nazis
used brutal military tactics to eradicate classes of people that resulted in losing millions

of lives during World War II. Hitler's leadership style was not viewed by the world
community as heroic or courageous, because he used his charismatic style and leadership
talents for destructive, immoral and unethical purposes. Conversely, Churchill used his
charismatic leadership style to inspire British citizens to stand up against Hitler's goal
conquering Europe. He invigorated and motivated the British populace to endure

of
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Germany's military assaults, and eventually overcame Hitler's goal to overthrow and
control Great Britain. Churchill's charismatic leadership style created a determination by
the British people to repel the Germans. Churchill's personal charisma led him to both
courageous and heroic leadership status as he resisted and fought against a more

powerful, destructive military force.

Heroic Leadership Attributes

- Sitting Bull

There are additional attributes that complement the overall leadership abilities and
contribute to effective heroic leadership. Murphy (1993) asserts the following
characteristics and traits were attributes that Sitting Bull possessed during the time
leading up to and during the Battle of the Little Bighorn.

.

Commitment

- By knowing he had the unanimous

support of the Sioux tribes and

other Indian nations, Sitting Bull was motivated to take on a heroic leadership role.

t

Empowerment

- By combining

Sioux tribes and sharing the leadership role, Sitting

Bull increased the collective tribes' overall power.

.

Healing

- By demonstrating

great compassion and charity to others, Sitting

Bull was

revered as a spiritual chief. Sitting Bull compelled other leaders and followers to join
together under a united Sioux banner.

.

Statesmanship

- By reaching

out to other tribal leaders and their people in

anticipation of the battle to come, Sitting Bull was respected for his outstanding
corlmunicat ions and political skills.

Heroic

.

Strategic Vision

- By considering
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and planning alternatives in anticipation of what

was ahead when confronting U.S. govemment forces, Sitting Bull maintained
independence from the reservations longer than was ever anticipated by his
adversaries.

.

Courage

-

By putting his life on the line and acting at the nght time, Sitting Bull

faced the ultimate test.

.

Guardianship

-

By constantly renewing both personal and leadership commitment to

all his people, they provided reassurance and a cofirmitment in retunr, which
enhanced Sitting Bull's reputation.

o

Success

- By understanding

what it takes to win and believing he would wh, Sitting

Bull's resolve to accomplish the desired goal was strengthened.
These attributes, substantiated by his unique personal talents and skills are some of the
reasons Sitting

Bull is still revered by the Sioux Nation and by Native Americans

everywhere.

Heroic Native Americans

Historically, Native American leaders have rich legacies that rival the leaders of
other nations. Native American nations produced remarkable leaders many of who have

not received the recognition or stature they should be accorded for their role in American

history. Wicaho (1998) summarizes the following examples of Native American heroic
leaders that exhibited the same determination to resist the loss of their land, prevent the

Heroic
annihilation of their tribes and ultimately, lose their way of

life.
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These heroic leaders

include:

.

Tecumseh (1768

-

1813), was an outstanding Indian orator and warrior. The

Shawnees attempted to form an opposition to the encroachment of the whites by

forming a coalition with a half dozen other tribes. Tecumseh made long horseback
treks throughout the Southern United States trying to enlist the tribes to unite against
the U.S. government. He argued that the government had no right to buy land from a
single tribe, because the land belonged to all tribes. The British commissioned him a

brigadier general in their forces as a result of his integrity and unique leadership
abilities during the War of 1812. Tecumseh was killed in battle on October 5, 1813.

o

Chief Joseph (1840

-

1904), of the Nez Perce left a leadership legacy that has

attracted the attention of many writers and historians. Not a large tribe, the Nez Perce

lived in the mountainous country of the Northwest. As a chief and village leader,
Joseph possessed strength of character and a pleasing personality, which made him a

strong leader and won him the friendship of many important white people. He made
his most impressive mark on history as the leader of the Nez Perce in their attempt to
escape fromthe United States into Canada

in 1877. In eleven weeks of flight his

entire tribe of women, children and warriors covered sixteen hundred miles through
the rugged country of Northwestern

U.S. They engaged ten separate United

military commands in thirteen baffles and skirmishes, and in almost every

States

case,

defeated the U.S. military or fought them to a standstill. Superb maneuvering found
the Indians a bare thirty miles from the Canadian border when conditions became so
severe that Chief Joseph submitted to surrender. The U.S. military later described
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their efforts to engage and capture Joseph and his tribe as one of the most
extraordinary wars of which there is any record.

t

Red Cloud (1822

- 1909), was one of the most powerful of the Lakota Sioux

chieftains. He was born somewhere between the Black Hills and the Missouri River
and developed into a strong,

virile and fearless leader. He had a count of more than

eighty individual feats of courage in his deeds of war and valor. He commanded
several successful war party attacks against U.S. government forces and slowed the
advancement of settlers for awhile. Eventually, weary of fighting, he surrendered and
was relegated to a reservation for the rest of his life.

e

Dull Knife

-

Morning Star (1810

-

1883), is noted for the 1,500 mile journey on

which he led his Cheyenne people from an Oklahoma reservation back to their
ancestral land in Montana. They left without government consent and had an
arduous, dangerous journey under fire in the quest for their homeland. During the

trip, Dull Knife and his followers had to eat their moccasins and sinew to survive. He
was known by other tribes as being a very fierce warrior, but yet held the highest

integrity.
Other examples of heroic chiefs include: Standing Bear, Black Kettle, Seattle, Black Elk,
Sequoya and Quanah Parker.

All of these leaders tried to resist the

settlers advancement

onto their land. Unfortunately, the U.S. government's desire for expansionism resulted in

continually broken treaties in an attempt to confine native peoples to reservations and
annihilating those who did not conform.
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Heroic Leaders of the 20th Century

Time (2001) maga=ine profilesl00 remarkable individuals of the 20ft Century
having heroic leadership qualities. These leaders exempliff heroic leadership in fighting
a

just and honorable cause on behalf of the people they represented, just as Sitting Bull

did. They include:

.

Nelson- Mandela (1918

- present), joined

the antrapartheid African National Congress

to fight white supremacy rule of a predominantly black population. He spent 27 years
in

jail for his belief in equal justice. After being

released, Mandela was elected South

Africa's president. While in prison and as his country's leader, Mandela exemplified a
moral and ethical integrity that shines far beyond South Africa.

o

Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948), fought for Indian rights in South Africa and India. He
negotiated an end to 190 years of British colonial rule in India. A fanatic opposed to

Gandhi's tolerance of other religions killed him. Gandhi's philosophy of nonviolence
and his passion for independence began a drive for freedom that doomed colonialism.

.

Martin Luthqr King (1929

-

1968), founded the Southern Christian Leadership

Conference advocating nonviolent struggle against racism. He organized a march on

Washington D.C. supporting proposed civil rights legislation. He was awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize. Kirrg led a mass struggle for racial equality that doomed
segregation and changed America forever.

.

Lech Walesa (1943

-

present), stood up to the Kremlin and dealt the Eastern Bloc a

fatal blow as Poland's brash union organizer. He was an electrician at a shipyard in
Gdansk who became leader of The Solidarity Movement. Walesa was arrested in a
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govemment crackdown and later released from internment when martial law eased.

In

1983, he was awarded the Nobel Peace

Prize. Solidarity was eventually legalized

and Walesa was elected president of Poland.

Not listed on the Time 100 list, but an individual described by Sahlman (1996)

as

an example of having the attributes of heroic leadership is:

o

Cesar Chavez (1927

- 1993), rose fromthe ranks of aLatino migrant workerto

lead

the fight for workers rights, justice and fair treatrnent. He formed a workers' union to

improve working and living conditions. He fasted for 36 days to draw attention to the
terrible suffering of the farm workers and their children, the refusal of farm worker
rights, the dangers of pesticides and the denial of fair and free elections. Chavez
was posthumously presented the Medal of Freedom. He lives in the hearts of the
oppressed as an inspiration to work nonviolently for social change.

Evaluation of Heroic Leadership & Sitting Bull

Sitting Bull's charisma is described by Marrin (2000) in his writing, "The man had
personal magnetism, an inborn ability to connect with others on an emotional level" (p.

52). Sitting Bull's charisma combined with his courage substantiated his leadership
characteristics and ability to perform as a heroic leader when tirne and circumstances
presented themselves. In addition to Sitting Bull's direct leadership capabilities, one

should consider his other personal attributes. Morally, ethically and personally, he
appeared to take on the best personal traits his parents and tribal elders exuded. Sitting

Bull did not waiver from the highest standards he set for himself. He possessed
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intelligence and wisdom at an early age, while having great insights about life.
Reflecting on his youth, he was known to fully study, learn, and understand something
before acting. This fuither manifested Sitting Bull's ability for in-depth perception and

intuition that strengthened his character during the years he spent while developing as a
young warrior.

It was evident early on that settlers neither understood Native American cultures
or their leadership structures. According to Trafzer (1986), "One of the primary reasons

forthis void of knowledge is that the majorityof scholars who have studied American
Indians have had considerable difficulty examining the social and cultural systems

Indians" (p

i").

of

Woodhead (1993) describes when early settlers and later the U.S.

government negotiated, they singled out a leader they felt was sympathetic to the
government and forced themto be sole representative of the tribe. The United States did

not honor agreements or treaties by failing to provide the necessary food, clothing, or
shelter as specified in the treaty. This forced the tribe's people to leave reservations in
order to provide for their families and survive. The government would denounce the
appointed leader of duplicity and used noncompliance as further justification to continue
use

of violent military actions. Woodhead (1993) further describes Indian leadership

as

very unique. A chiefs strength was based on his people's knowledge and traditions.
Men who attained tribal leadership positions felt completely obligated to their followers.
Woodhead quotes chief Luther Standing Bear as saying, ". . . must be a giver and not a
receiver

- a Inan of self-denial" (p. 35). In reality, chiefs held their position of tribal

leader merely from the respect they received.

If a leader lost the respect of his followers,

a new leader naturally emerged. This allowed for an orderly evolution of new leaders.
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Leadership developed through power or fear in a dominating manner was an alien
concept to Native Americans. Native peoples subsequently developed true leadership

skills through their actions in order to be recognized by their followers in attaining a
leadership position. Self-denial was a requirement of a respected leader. A chief worked

tirelessly for the good of the people but had to relinquishtheir leadership role as
circumstances dictated. TSipically, a tribe had a variety of chieftains each specializirrg in
one or more areas of tribal need. While it was tradition that the elders were revered and
respected by their tribes for their knowledge, experience, and collective wisdonr, they

were not necessarily the tribal leaders. The leadership positions were identified with

titles such as: village, peace, spiritual, war, medicine, prophet or hunter chief (Edmunds,

1980). A specif,rc leader with

a

particular or situational leadership skill would take the

lead on behalf of the tribe at any given time depending on the circumstance,

Many well-known tribal leaders were war chiefs. History books describe many
famous chiefs who emerged as leaders to defend their respective tribes when fighting
against govefflment forces. Sitting Bull was considered a peace, spiritual, medicine and

war chief. As confrontations with the government escalated, Sitting Bull's courageous
and charismatic leadership talents drew an immediate consensus among all Sioux leaders
and also among prominent Cheyenne and Arapaho leaders to choose a supreme chief.

This marked the first and only time in Sioux history that this level of respect and honor
was attained. The new leadership position continued to secure Sitting Bull's status, along

with other chieftains, as heroic leaders during the Battle of the Little Bighorn.
The most prevalent leadership areathat haunts all of the great Indian leaders is the

recognition to adapt new strategies and tactics earlier as they tried to save their way
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of life. Sitting Bull had the foresight to recognue that combinirrg tribes would increase
the probability for success.

A rhetorical question worth considering is whether or not the

results would be different and history would be re-written had Indian Nations worked
together earlier in the 16*, 17tr or 18tr centuries. This is a speculative questionthat

will

never be answered but is one leadership area for critique. By Native Americans

maintaining their independent nations and tribes, govemment forces were able to
concentrate on containing and controlling each tribe separately. It was inherent for tribal

survival to maintain small population groups, which allowed for greater mobility in

following the buffalo herds, as well as finding other animals to hunt near the vicinity of
the villages. Sitting Bull had the foresight, intuition, and leadership ability to muster all
the tribes at a critical moment. History

will never know if Sitting Bull would have used

his combined forces to pursue and neutralize goveffrment forces and try once again to
negotiate a favorable settlement.

In assessing Sitting Bull's leadership style, it was not in his nature to go on such a
large offensive, putting so many warriors at risk and further jeopardirirrg his people's

safety. No one really knows for sure what he was thinking. We do know that he was
concerned about his people and was a man of honor even in battle. Fielder (1975)
described the events of the Baffle of the Little Bighorn. When it became obvious the

warriors could completely wipe out the remaining soldier contingent, Sitting Bull ordered
the fighting to stop. Sitting Bull is quoted as saying, "We have killed enough, let the rest

[soldiers] go back and take care of the women and children, and tell their people how the
Indians can fight" (p.49). It was Sitting Bull's sense of honor and compassionthat
prevented the complete annihilation of all government forces. Perhaps this was a
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strategic weakness, but it should not be seen as a failure on his part. The government was
determined to eventually complete the task of removing the Native American presence

fromthe frontier. The U.S. government had superior manpower, technology, and time.

Conclusion

History records and then reflects the deeds that leaders have accomplished by
their decisions and subsequent results. The results of past leaders are recorded in history
as either great deeds or disasters and become lessons

for all current leaders to understand

and learn from. Mitchell (1997) wrote, "It never hurt to learn fromthe lessons of history
and to go back and re-examine the old values and qualities that made up leadership in

another time" (p. 10b). Mitchell continues by describing great Indian leaders such as

Sitting Bull who, "...attained that status of leadership among their people by generosity,
courage, self-denial and holding to high ideals throughouttheir lives" (p,

l0b). The

leadership lessons gained by studying Sitting Bull's character and his culture can provide

valuable insights about past inequities bequeathed on Native American societies and yet
provide inspiration for modern day leaders. Interestingly, while Europeans came to
America to escape a leadership system that was bound by place, occupation, hierarchy
and material obligations, they found a people and culture that was exactly the opposite.

Not only was the native peoples' way of life eventually decimated, they have endured
negative stereotyp ing, persecution and continued misunderstanding.
The misperception of Native American culture persists in today's society. Native

American references and names are used in a derogatory rnanner on alcoholic beverage
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containers. High schoof college, and professional sports teams continue to use
demeaning and racist Indian names. The media's past porkayal of Native Americans as
lazy and looking for handouts while living on reservations is unfounded. Jackson (1995)
states, "African Americans and native Americans share a corrmon history of oppression

in this country" (p.

Ct). Racism has plagued United States history as substantiated by its

slavery practices prior to the Civil War and inequities toward African Americans

following emancipation" Sitting Bull recognized Native Americans were viewed the
same way as

African Americans. Keith (1997) states, "To paraphrase Our [sic] great

leader, Sitting Bull, if the Creator did not want variety he would have made all crows.
Instead, he made eagles and meadowlarks, ravens and swallows" (p.

Aa). American

societies past views perpetuatethe struggle to recogflize and value native peoples and

their rich cultural heritage. This in turn has also kept rrany Native American leaders
from being fully acknowledged and referenced as leadership examples in our history and
textbooks.

Currently, the growth and importance of professional sports, Hollywood, and the
music industry have possibly dulled the status of heroic leadership. Highly visible sports

or media personalities are heroes for winning the super bowl, being in blockbuster
movies or selling the most music CD's. The challenge for today's society is to keep the
sports and entertainment industry in perspective and not let it become our culture. Hero

or heroic leadership is not rnanufactured but is the result of actions or causes that come
from individuals, institutions, governments and business enterprises, when a situation or
circumstimce present itself. A leader can practice being charismatic and can work toward
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being courageous at work or in personal situations, but being a heroic leader is an

opportunity that a person engages in or seizes at the moment.

After Sitting Bull defeated Custer in 1876, he evaded the U.S. government,
including a four-year period when his tribe found refuge in Canada. Sitting Bull and his
tribe were starving as a result of the demise of the buffalo and furally surrendered in

l88l . He and his family were displaced to Standing Rock Reservation

Once on the

reservatiorl Sitting Bull witnessed first hand the U.S. government's policy of ethnocide
toward Native Americans. Manin (2000) states, "Ethnocide differs from genocide in that

it does not aim at killing people physically. Instead, its goal is to destroy their heritage,
beliefs, customs, ffid language

-

that is, the very things that give meaning and direction

to human life" (p. 195). Peterka(1998) wrote the following quote attributed to Sitting

Bull, "The

best judgement of a man is

bythe childrenthat love him. Let us put our rninds

together and see what kind of life we canprovide our children"

(p.Bl).

Sitting Bull felt

responsible for his people and they respected him for speaking out about the
unconscionable and unjust treatment they and especially their children received.

From

l88l until his death inl890,

Sitting Bull remained a spiritual leader ofthe

Lakota tribes. While confined to the reservation, Sitting Bull was under strong suspicion

of being involved in a new religious ceremony called the Ghost Dance. The Ghost Dance
celebrated a prophecy that the great buffalo herds would be restored and the return of a
better life for Native Americans. This ceremony quickly spread across many of the

reservations. No attempt was made by government or military leaders to understand the
significance of the Ghost Dance. The IJ.S. government and military perceived the
ceremony as a possible threat that could lead to an Indian uprising. Government officials
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decided to arrest Indian leaders they suspected of promoting the Ghost Dance ceremony.
Because of Sitting Bull's leadership status, he was naturally targeted even though he had

no involvement. A group of forty-two men surrounded Sitting Bull's cabin to take him
into custody. Sitting Bull defied the arrest as he was being led away from his cabin and

family. A struggle

ensued and he was shot in the chest and back of the head, dying

instantly. Sitting Bull's assassination will always leave one wondering what he may have
further accomplished or how he may have further served his people.

A leader today cannot always know when

a heroic opportunity

will present itself

or if they will be ready to step up to the challenge when situations present themselves. As
noted by Kremer & Drew (1996) a section of the'Successful Manager's Handbook,'
outlines how modern day managers can learn to lead courageously. This section
describes the following key points for managers and leaders to adopt

by: clarifying what

is important to you, taking a stand for your values, demonstrating managerial courage,

driving hard on the right issues, taking a stand to resolve important issues, confronting
problems promptly, being decisive and challenging others to make tough choices.
Courageous leadership can be realized in many ways. It is not easy for an

individual to rise to the occasion of taking a stand. The whistle-blower is an example of
someone

will

willing to take

a stand for justice, moral, or ethical reasons. Perhaps the future

need to rethink courageous leadership, and

if

needed, heroic actions. The world

economy brings new challenges for wealthy nations, which have the means to help poor
and underdeveloped nations, assisting refugees of warring countries or preventing moves

of polluting or unsafe jobs off-shore to less developed countries. New challenges will be
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presented for individuals, governments, businesses, and various enterprises to use their
status and positions to take on the tough issues, perhaps resulting in heroic efforts.

Understanding leadership styles from the past and choosing to use and implement
these lessons is invaluable for leaders and their organizations. Change is inevitable. But

it is accepted with higher confidence if

leaders take time to understand the past, recognize

how it has shaped the present and help anticipate changes forthe future. Chirot (1994)
comments by stating, "But if the most modern, most advanced societies retain open,

tolerant political and social systems, they will retain their capacity to innovate and adapt"

fu. 113). Adapting to change and being innovative are attributes that leaders need to

be

aware of and plan for as a constant leadership practice. Leaders who embrace the future
are going to better recogntze and plan for social and business changes. In turru leaders as
change agents are going to be more successful, while increasing the probability for their
organizat ions' long-term survival.

Heilbroner (1995) wtote, "Moreover, the changes that now emerge are not once-

in-for-all, but continuous, so that the social structure is never again stationary, its tasks
constantly altering, the relation of top and bottom always under pressure

..

." (p. 42). The

ongoing challenge for leaders to consider in the future is stated by Heilbroner (1995), "It
reflects our need not to foretell what cannot be foretold, but to come to terms with that

which it is impossible not to foretell

- that in the end our society, our civilization,

our

very planet, and most important, our individual selves will come to an end" (p. 11a). All
leaders need the courage to recognize that nothing lasts forever; the only constant is

change. As good stewards of leadership in guiding others to accept a different future, we
can learn from legendary leaders like Sitting

Bull. The Native Americans'

way of life
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represents a different society and culture than mainstream America. This diversity

provides an opportunity for leaders to learn, understand, and realize another unique style

to gain further leadership insights.
James

Morrow Walsh, the Canadian Mounted Police officer who befriended

Sitting BuIl during his stay in Canad4 gives a fitting final tribute to Sitting Bull. Marrin
(2000) references the following note authored by Walsh upon hearing of Sitting Bull's
death:

"I am glad to hear that Bull is relieved of his miseries even if it took the bullet to
do it. A man who wields such power as Bull once did ... cannot endure abject
poverty, slavery, and beggary without suffering great mental paln, and death is a
relief, ... History does not tell us that a greater Indian than Bull ever lived. ...
This man, that so many look upon as a bloodthirsty villain ... was not a cruel
man. He was kind of heart. He was not dishonest. He was truthful. He loved his
people and was glad to give his hand in friendship to any rnan who believed he
was not an enemy and was honest with him. ... The war between the U.S. and
Bull was a strange one. A nation against one man. On the U.S. side there were
numbers; on Bull's side there was principle. The one man was murdered by the
nation to destroy the principle he advocated - that no rnan against his will should
be forced to he a beggar" (p. 217).

There are many lessons today's leaders can learn by revisiting history and studying the
great Native American leaders from the past. Over one hundred years after his death, the

power of Sitting Bull's leadership legacy is often reflected in admiration and respect

of

those who have had the opportunity to learn about his accomplishments. Sitting Bull's
leadership qualities can be viewed from two perspectives. On the one hand, he was a

simple leader, one who respected the land, its inhabitants and the people for which he felt
responsible. On the other hand, Sitting Bull was a very complex leader, one who faced a
variety of situations revealing his bravery, fierceness, courage and heroic stature. He
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demonstrated personal virtues of caring, compassion, and honor toward friend and foe.

Combining Sitting Bull's simple and complex personal traits, in context with his charisma
and cournge, enabled him to reach the highest leadership stature and respect within

Native American culture. Sitting Bull's leadership style and the challenges he faced were
the ingredients that ultimately brought out his best as a heroic leader.
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